Simulations with finite element models of well controlled impact experiments with x-cut quartz gauges have been performed with the transient electromechanics code SUBWAY. Comparisons of measured gauge output current with calculated output current were made for four fully-electroded gauge configurations. involving two different can spacings and potting materials. The observed good agreement between measured and calculated currents provides a basis for confidence in the basic capabilities of the code.
INTRODUCTION
Quartz gauges have the ability to provide high fidelity measurements of impulsive stress pulses in materials with resolution of a few nanoseconds. Although the conditions under which the gauges can provide well defined measurements were carefully delineated in early work', requirements for measurements in difficult environments have led investigators to use gauge configurations which invoke two-dimensional mechanical and electrical conditions in the gauges. With the development of the transient electrodynamics code SUBWAY these conditions can now be accurately simulated and used to identify critical features of gauge responses.
Of particular interest at present is the measurement of the time-resolved stress states produced in materials by intense, short duration, soft x-rays produced by the Saturn accelerator at Sandia National Laboratories. (See paper by Barrett, et, ai., present proceedings.) Three gauge configurations, as indicated in Fig. 1 A complete description of assumptions and solution method used in SUBWAY has been given by Montgomery and Chavez.' Material motion is advanced over a time step At using standard methods' of explicit time integration with artificial viscosity to smooth discontinuities. Prior to updating the stress tensor at end of a time step, the Poisson equation governing the electric potential is solved using a conjugate gradient method and the electric field in materials calculated using the electric field-electric potential relation. New values for the stress tensor and electric displacement can then be evaluated using constitutive relations appropriate to materials involved in the simulation.
SUBWAY has the capability to treat general electrical loading conditions on specified surfaces. In particular, the integral form of Gauss's law is used to calculate the electric charge, Q, on a specified electrode or conducting surface at each ' SUBWAY code was developed primarily by S.T Montgomery, P. F. Chavez, and L. M. Taylor at Sandia National Laboratories. It is not generally available.
time step of the simulation. The electric current, I, flowing from the electrode can then be calculated using the finite difference relation,
Quartz has one threefold axis with two twofold axes normal it . One of the twofold axes corresponds to the cylindrical axis about which a disk of x-cut quartz is fabricated. Linear piezoelectric constitutive relations for x-cut quartz are given by Tiersten.4 Graham' has shown that an accurate description of impacting x-cut quartz requires addition of nonlinear terms to the linear piezoelectric constitutive relations. In this study, selected higher order terms are included in the constitutive relations for the normal component of stress in the x-direction T, and the electric displacement vector D. We take Graham . The dependence of dielectric constant on material density through the trace of the strain tensor is also incorporated into the Y and Z components of the electric displacement.
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RESULTS
We performed simulations of experiments on several fully-electroded gauge configurations. The configuration used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 2 . The figure shows a quarter section of the impactor, the gauge, and the backing aluminum tamper surrounded by potting and an aluminum can.
The A sample comparison of measured and calculated gauge current for a fully electroded gauge loaded at a stress of about 10 kbar is shown in Fig. 3 . The observed current pulse typically shows more noise than seen in prior work due to improved higher frequency recording.
As can be seen, the calculated gauge current agrees very well with the measure current until near the end of the pulse. The rounding of the calculated current is due to wave dispersion caused by the finite element discretization and artificial viscosity used in SUBWAY. As a result the wave reflection from the tamper causes the computed current to be lower than observed in the actual shock event.
The Simulations of current pulses were carried out for four different fully electrode gauge configurations. At the same stress of 10 kbar, current pulses, stress distributions and electric field distributions were determined for two can spacing distances (L and U2) and for two different epoxies (Hysol and alumina-loaded epoxy). The computed current pulses are shown in Fig. 4 in which the plotted currents are restricted to the values that show the initial current jump and the final values of the current at wave transit time.
The effects of both the epoxy and can spacing are readily apparent. The epoxy effect is a direct result of differences in dielectric constant. The can spacing effect is a result of electric field fringing within the gauge resulting from the proximity of the can to the edge of the disk. 
CONCLUSIONS
The present work has shown that the SUBWAY code can be used as a quantitative tool for study of the physics and phenomenology of piezoelectric gauges. The code will prove particularly useful in study of the shorted guard ring gauges. As can b e seen in this figure, the initial current j u m p depends on can spacing and potting material. For fixed can spacing the simulations show that the initial current j u m p is higher for the Hysol epoxy potting. Since the dielectric constant for the Hysol epoxy is lower than that for the alumina loaded epoxy these results indicate that the initial current jump decreases with increasing dielectric constant of the potting material.
This result is a consequence of larger electric field fringing resulting from higher dielectric constant. 
